A computational method for determining the regulator of a real quadratic field Q(\/D) is described. This method makes use of the properties of the nearest integer continued fraction of \[d and is about 25% faster than methods which use the ordinary (integer part) continued fraction of \JD. Several tables are also presented.
1. Introduction. In Williams and Broere [5] it is shown how the regulator of a Since the regulator R of Q(\/D) is log e, these formulas can be used to calculate R by simply summing log 6¡. Further, p is odd if and only if Qk = Qk+X for some pair of ô's and in this case p = 2k + 1. Also, p is even if and only if Pk = Pk+X for some pair of P's, and then p = 2k.
After Minnegerode [2] and Hurwitz [1], we define the nearest integer continued fraction (NICF) of a real number 8 in the following manner. We first put 0'0 = 6, q'0 = N(0'o), where by N(a) we mean that integer such that -]/i < a -N(a) < Vi. We then define e*+» = v-7' v'k+i = M(e'k+X);
Qk ~6k
thus, e = <7o-i- Williams [6] . In [1] it is shown that the NICF expansion of \/D is periodic and how the fundamental solution of x2 -Dy2 = ± 1 can be found by using only the first period of the NICF of \/D.
Since the period length of the NICF of \/D is usually shorter and never longer than that of the OCF of \JD, it would seem to give a faster algorithm for calculating R if formulas analogous to (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) could be developed. In this paper we develop such formulas and describe some computer calculations of regulators performed by using both the OCF and NICF algorithms. We also present several tables which resulted from our computer runs. (1) \r,\> 2 (i= I,2,3,..., ri), (2) if any r¡ = 2 (-2), then ri+x is negative (positive), (3) 0"+1 >2ox<pn + x <-2 and \r"-Il<pn+x\> 2.
It is also shown that if 7 = (3 -\/5)/2 «s .382, and T" = (q'n, q'n_x, ... , q'x)~x, where the q\ are integers such that \q\\ > 2, we havẽ y<Tn<l-y when r?^-2, and -1 + 7 < Tn < 7 when ^ =£ 2.
aiso, r" =*;,_!/*;,■
We use these results to prove the following The singular continued fraction (SCF) was also discussed in [1]. As we shall require some of its properties, we discuss some simple results concerning this continued fraction here. If M(a) is that integer such that -7 < a -M(cx) < 1 -7 when a > 0, -1 + 7 < a -M(a) < y when a < 0, then the SCF expansion of 8 is given by where -»7^, = »70 + b. Also, 04^_,, B'm_x) is the fundamental solution of (3.1) and (A's_x, B's_x) is the fundamental solution of
If we define P'0 = P'¿ = 0, ß0 = 0¿ = 1,
then 8'n = (P'n + VD)lQ'n, 8"n = (P"n + yjD)lQl and A'n2 -DB'2 = Q'n+X.
It can also be shown from results of [ 1 ] that P'n > 0 for n > 0.
If (3.1) is solvable in integers, put it = m; otherwise put tt = s + 1. In [6] it is shown that Ô'; = (-DpÔ;_fc and P'k+1=P'n.k (k = 0,1,2,..., it). If In Table 1 we give the frequency of occurrence of each of these criteria for the NICF expansion of VÖ for each nonsquare D <M. In the following theorem we give the formulas for the regulator when the NICF expansion of \/D is being used. We assume that D i= 5,13.
Theorem . Let p = {n¡2] and put 0 = Ef=, log | d. |. // there exists a k < p such that \QK\ =4, then R = log 2 + 2"=, log|0(-|. 7/770 such k exists, the value of R is given in Table 2 according to the mid-period criterion for the NICF expansion of Vd.
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For Conditions 3 and 4 we have tt = 2p + 1 and K+2e'p+3---e'x\ = \Q'p\-j-, p K-x i IG"1 = IG; + iI and C' , = C;_, [6] ; hence, e = (P'p + x +y/D)(8xd283---dp)2.
For Condition 5, we have jr = 2p + l,p = 2r+l, 2Pr+x = Qr+2, C"p_x = Cr_2 and C'p_x =Cr_x [6] we get rr = 12726393, p = 18331889 [4] ; hence, n(D)lp(D) = .6942215829. It seems possible that lim^^^ r(D) = log 2; and we tentatively conjecture that this is true. However, a heuristic computation that leads to this proposed limit would certainly make the conjecture more plausible. Some results of these computations are presented in the tables below. In Table 3 This table extends Table 2 of [5] and also corrects some of the errors in the early entries of that table. That is, the entry for D = 109 has been deleted and the entries for D = 127 and D = 454 have been added. In Table 4 we give those values of D and p(D) where p(D) attains a new maximum and in Table 5 Table 4 2D
